
Studies show that CISO's are grappling with no less 
than 1.6 billion versions of tech installations for 336 
products, provided by 57 vendors. 
- bottom line Cyber Complexities

What's in your Cyber Stack™?

Cybersecurity for Everyone

• Protects your users by Secure DNS Filtering
• Geo-Fencing blocks geographical footprints based on where and how 

you do business
• Protects every connected endpoint device
• Watches all of the data that comes and goes from your network, blocks 

the bad, allows the good, and reports the questionable
• Watches for abnormal behavior on your network, then sends an alert to 

your phone if something is wrong

The best part is, we don’t just notify you that something is wrong.  n@d@r 
raddresses the issue, then you receive a report to let you know everything is 
okay and your business is safe.

Benefits of n@d@r:
Out-Of-The-Box: 

SIEM Integration, Network  
Forensics and Secure Name Services

Secure 

User Friendly 

Alert Notifications

Advanced Attacks Blocking

Cost Effective

Reliable

As more and more companies fall victim to cybercrimes, it becomes more 
important that we look at ways to improve cyber security.  How do we 
mitigate risk to avoid reputational damage and lost revenue that would be 
incurred as the result of a cyber-attack?  How do we keep our users safe 
while still allowing them to use the Internet to complete the job at hand?

This is why you need n@d@r, the world’s first turn-key Cyber Security 
technology stack, a hardware based solution for small to mid-sized 
businesses.  n@d@r is a device that provides endpoint security and uses AI 
to stop threats faster, 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.

n@d@r's Top Features



Real-time Autonomous Secure 
DNS Analytics

Global IoT Neural Network of 
Autonomous Cyber Intel

ABOUT DS LABS
n@d@r provides a consolidated detection and response platform that protects an organization’s entire attack surface across IT, OT and IoT networks. DS Labs 
products have been forged in the toughest environments on the globe and include: behavioral threat detection, incident response automation and 
orchestration, ICS/SCADA security, and the world’s leading cyber range. Since founded in mid-2019 DS Labs products were rapidly adopted by enterprises, 
governments, academic institutions and MSSPs around the world.
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Advanced Intel SOAR 
Management Dashboard

Single-Click Risk

Discover the Power of Autonomous

When you think about protecting your business from cybercrime having a 
firewall and antivirus in place simply is not enough.  You need tech that is 
faster, smarter, and more accurate, that can keep an eye on things every 
minute of the day.  You need to fortify and automate endpoint security with 
proven protection and unparalleled response.  Don’t stop at just identifying 
malicious behaviors.  Block and remediate advanced attacks autonomously.  
You need n@d@r!  

Cyber Attacks are Devastating

Don’t put your entire company’s future in the hands of cyber criminals.  
There are literally millions of cyber criminals attempting to attack your 
company daily, just waiting for one wrong click that will give them access to 
your confidential data.  Data has become the foundation of our way of life 
and critical for companies to protect.  Your most sensitive data lives on 
endpoint devices and in the cloud.  Stop putting your business at risk.  Fortify 
every edge of your network with real time autonomous protection. 

60% of all Small Businesses are out of business 
within 6 month after a data breach, according 
to the National Cyber Security Alliance.




